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Reply to comment by Anonymous Referee 1

The authors wish to thank the referee for the constructive comments and criticism.

General comments

Comment: The measurement in filter photometers such as Aethalometer, PSAP and
CLAP is one of transmission of light and the determination of the change of attenu-
ation (ATN). Then the attenuation coefficient is calculated and the eBC concentration
is derived from this coefficient using the mass attenuation cross-section. While the
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authors use the proper term "mass attenuation cross-section" in the text, they use the
term "uncorrected light absorption coefficient (sigma_0)" (starting on p. 5, line 20).
This is inaccurate – the quantity is the "attenuation coefficient", this quantity is then
post-processed for loading effects and divided by the multiple scattering coefficient C
to obtain the "absorption coefficient". This procedure is based on assumptions which
need to be tested to the greatest extent possible.

Reply: The term “uncorrected light absorption coefficient (σ0)” is also used for the at-
tenuation coefficient (e.g. Virkkula et al. 2005). The referee is right that attenuation
coefficient is more descriptive for σ0 in the contexts of this work. The term uncor-
rected absorption coefficient was replaced with attenuation coefficient throughout the
manuscript as suggested. To obtain light absorption coefficients from attenuation coef-
ficients has been the topic of a multitude of articles and cannot be considered resolved.
It is true that this procedure requires assumptions. In order to scrutinise these assump-
tions, true reference instruments are needed. Because of the lack of true reference
instruments, this work has to rely on existing correction algorithms.

Comment: The authors use the PSAP, CPAL and MAAP as “reference” instruments.
The claim of “reference” is not substantiated. The paper very clearly delineates the
way to obtain the factor C, but this can be interpreted just as the relative normalization
factor to harmonize the determination of the absorption coefficient from different filter
photometers. And here lies the crux of the problem: all instruments which are being
compared are filter photometers and the principle of operation for most of them is nearly
identical. The claim of C being interpreted as the “multiple scattering enhancement
factor” needs to be further substantiated. Since no non-filter method was available, the
methodology needs to be proven at least internally consistent.

Reply: The authors do not claim that PSAP, CLAP or MAAP would be ideal reference
instruments. This is clearly stated in section 4.2. In addition, this is now also stated in
the earlier section of 2.4. The choice of PSAP, MAAP and CLAP as ’reference’ instru-
ments is purely pragmatic since no other instruments exist at the stations.
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The claim of ’reference’ cannot be substantiated beyond the instruments shortcomings
of which a substantial proportion of section 4.2 is dedicated to. To make it more clear to
the reader, "reference instrument" was changed to "co-located absorption photometer"
as not to give the false impression of them being independent reference instruments.
It is true that the term ’multiple scattering enhancement factor’ is problematic when
other filter-based measurements are the only available instruments for comparison.
The referee is correct that the reported Cref can be considered to be a relative normali-
sation factor to harmonise the determination of the absorption coefficient from different
Aethalometers. This is the intention. This harmonisation has the additional benefit
that attenuation or light absorption coefficients from different sites can be compared
to measurements using the same type of instrument. In the light of the criticism on
the use of the term “multiple scattering enhancement factor“ in the general criticism
of the manuscript by the reviewer, the term was rephrased to just “correction factor
(Cf)” although “multiple scattering enhancement factor” has been used in literature be-
fore for the comparison of Aethalometers measurements to absorption coefficients as
measured by MAAPs (Collaud Coen et al., 2010). The title was also changed to “On
Aethalometer measurement uncertainties and an instrument correction factor for the
Arctic”

Comment: The determination of the absorption coefficient necessitates the determi-
nation of the multiple scattering parameter C (Weingartner et al., 2003). The parameter
C is to a degree arbitrarily separated from the loading effects, which influence the de-
termination of the absorption coefficient as well. If C is to be the parameter describing
the multiple scattering effects in the filter matrix, it should not depend on ATN. This
can be considered to be the “proof” of the separation of the multiple scattering from
the loading effects (the Weingartner et al. parameter R). The authors show that C
does depend on ATN (Fig. 8, p. 29). The authors correctly point out that the existing
post-processing algorithms do not necessarily ensure the lack of dependence of C on
ATN (Collaud Coen et al., 2010), however for background sites, the loading effects are
most probably non- existent (Virkkula et al., 2015; Drinovec et al., 2016). The post-
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processing algorithm needs to be site specific, as the loading effects are a function of
the entire loading of the sample spot and the physical and chemical properties of the
entire sample deposit. This could be the reason of the difference between Summit and
other Arctic sites.

Reply: The authors agree that Cref parameter is arbitrarily separated from the loading
effects. A more precise term for Cref could be ’initial multiple scattering enhancement
factor’ because multiple scattering cannot be distinguished from other effects when the
filter gets loaded multiple scattering still occurs in a loaded filter; although reduced with
increased loading. Thus it could also be argued that they cannot be separated.
The authors agree that, in general, site-specific post-processing for filter and
transmission-based absorption photometers would be beneficial when light absorption
coefficients are desired from attenuation coefficients. The need for, or the tuning of,
existing correction algorithms during data post-processing should aim to remove any
ATN dependence originating from loading artefacts and this should be the motivation
for correcting attenuation coefficients during post-processing. As the reviewer points
out, an ATN dependence on any spot, at any time, depends on the properties of the
pre-deposited aerosol on that spot. No filter spots are alike. Therefore, loading correc-
tions would ideally be done on a spot to spot basis which is not possible in the Arctic
due to low concentrations. A generally tuned site-specific correction would not guaran-
tee that there is no ATN dependency; it would just on average be ATN independent.
The difference between Summit and the other sites can be due to different physical
and chemical properties of the aerosol. This is discussed in section 4.2 to the ex-
tent that is possible given the instruments at hand. To extend the analysis to physical
and chemical properties (beyond optical means) would be well outside the scope of
this manuscript. Another reason for the mismatch of Summit to the other sites is the
fact that the Summit Aethalometer is a non-standard AE-16 that has been converted
from a broadband light source to a LED light source. Summit is also the only AE16
model aethalometer. This information was added to the manuscript. A paragraph was
also added on scattering Ångström exponents which is indicative of aerosol particle
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size distribution to discuss the difference between Summit and the other sites. In ad-
dition, based on the referee’s specific comments, the interpolation to the ’reference’
instruments wavelength was done using the average wavelength dependence of the
reference instrument at the site. This did not explain the difference. Furthermore, as
addressed in the specific comments, an ATN dependence of σap from a co-located
instrument is not expected to fundamentally change the observed ATN dependence.

Comment: The reason for the C dependence on ATN can be due to the non-
compensation of the Aethalometer data (even though this is questionable for global
background sites; Virkkula et al., 2015; Drinovec et al., 2016) or the loading effects
in the so-called “reference” instruments, which are known to feature loading effects or
saturation (Bond et al., 1999; Virkkula et al., 2005; Hyvärinen et al., 2013). The authors
correctly identify this weakness of the presented work in the beginning of section 4.2
when they mention that the C they report is essentially a slope between attenuation
and absorption coefficients determined with different filter photometers.
The authors need to present the criteria for the “goodness of evaluation” of loading
effects in all filter photometers. They have already used the way to go about this (when
discussing C): the aerosol absorption should not depend on ATN for measurements
in all filter photometers. This analysis should be added to section 4.2 and discussed:
the plot of sigma_abs=sigma_abs(ATN) for all sites. The relationship between the C
and the scattering coefficient should be reported – do scattering particles in the filter
increase the attenuation coefficient?

Reply: Again, we do not claim that the ’reference’ instruments would be free from
loading effects. The filter changes in the PSAP and CLAP ’reference’ instruments were
changed at a transmittance of 0.7 according to Bond et al. (1999) in order to keep
loading effects minimal and MAAP filters were changed at a transmittance of 50% in
Pallas and 20% in Tiksi. What we do claim, however, is that MAAPs do not suffer from
saturation given the low concentrations in the Arctic. Saturation in the MAAP only oc-
curs at very high (>0.04 µg min−1) equivalent black carbon (eBC) mass accumulation
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rates (Hyvärinen et al., 2013). Moreover, the saturation is a firmware effect and is not
related to the measurement technique itself.
The goodness of evaluation is presented in the manuscript as was requested by the
referee already in the quick report. To prove or disprove an ATN dependency of all
filter-based photometers to the level of certainty that the referee gives the impression
to seek is simply not possible with this data set. The plot “sigma_abs(ATN)” is only
representative of an ATN dependency if all ATN intervals comprise the same number
of data points. This is not the case in this data set as can be seen from the histogram
of Fig. 8. Alternatively, one could pick data points at random from the data set to
achieve a constant number of data points for a range of ATN values. It would still be
questionable if this would represent a true ATN dependency or something else. The
second best thing, in the authors’ opinion, is to compare σ0(ATN) to σap which gives
the comparison a point of reference; this is already shown in Fig. 8 of the manuscript.
As shown in Appendix B, an ATN dependency of σap is not expected to fundamentally
change Fig. 8. Also added to Fig. 8 are the slopes of the ATN dependency for refer-
ence.
A figure was added showing Cf values as a function of light scattering as requested by
the referee (Fig. 9 in the revised manuscript). The relationship between Cf is indeed
dependent on the amount of light scattering by the aerosol. This is expected since
apparent absorption has not been compensated for in σ0. The new figure is discussed
in two additional paragraphs in section 4.2.

Comment: In addition to this, the Aethalometers are compared to different instru-
ments: two different versions of PSAP, CLAP and MAAP. The authors need to substan-
tiate that the comparison of the Aethalometers to these different instruments is rele-
vant. No comparison between the PSAPs, CLAP and MAAP is reported. The authors
should at least sum up the results of laboratory inter-comparisons if no comparisons
for ambient Arctic measurements is available.

Reply: A review of relevant studies was added to section 2.4 of the manuscript dis-
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cussing relevant literature for this study. As no such intercomparison exists for the
Arctic, the discussion relies mostly on laboratory experiences. In the lab experiments,
also aerosols with high single-scattering albedo have been investigated, which is of
relevance to this work. Urban measurement comparisons are not that relevant to this
work as the filter artefacts are quite different for dark aerosol (Sheridan et al. 2005,
Petzold et al. 2005).

Specific comments

Comment: Page 2, line 22: “below the detection limit”. As the authors later point out,
the detection limit is a function of the time between two consecutive measurements
and the averaging time. One can lower the detection limit by integrating the sample
for a longer time. The sentence needs to be modified or the time resolution (5 min?)
needs to be specifically mentioned.

Reply: The detection limit of the instrument is only indirectly a function of the averaging
time because the detection limit depends on the change in ATN and the uncertainty
in the ATN measurements. Figure 1 demonstrates the difficulty of defining a detection
limit as a function of averaging time because of drift. Moreover, the drift is instrument
specific (Fig. 3). To elaborate on the detection limit being a function of ATN and its
relation to time and drift seems unnecessary at this point in the manuscript.

Comment: P. 3-5: it would be a good idea to report the inlet cuts (PM2.5. . .), flows
(or face velocities), operational wavelengths of the filter photometers for all sites. The
conditions for triggering the change of tape should also be reported (8 hours in Pallas,
for example, elsewhere an ATN limit).

Reply: Inlets, flow rates, wavelengths, and filter change settings were added to the
manuscript as a new table on page 3 (Before section 2.1 Measurement sites).

Comment: P. 5, l. 14: “Initially, when no aerosol particles have been deposited onto
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the filter, light is transmitted through the filter with an intensity I_0.” This is not true, the
Aethalometers measure I_0 (intensity of light transmitted through the reference part of
the filter without any sample) at the same time as the intensity of light I transmitted
through the sample. Please change.

Reply: The sentence was changed to: “Light is transmitted through a pristine part
of filter with an intensity I0. The light that traverses through the part where aerosol
particles deposit is transmitted with an intensity I.”

Comment: P. 5, l. 20 and repeated later: “uncorrected light absorption coefficient
(σ0)”. This is the “attenuation coefficient”, please see above. Please change accord-
ingly.

Reply: Changed to ’attenuation coefficient’.

Comment: P. 5, l. 31: “14625/λ m2g–1”. Please use unitless expressions, for example
“16.6 m2g–1 at 880 nm, scaling inversely with the wavelength” or something similar.

Reply: The sentence was changed according to the referee’s wishes. The new
sentence now reads: The conversion from σ0 to eBC is done using a wavelength-
dependent mass attenuation cross-section (MACAE) and calculated using 16.62
m2g−1, scaling inversely with wavelength (e.g. Arnott et al., 2005).

Comment: P. 7. Section 2.4: the comparison of the so-called “reference” instruments
needs to be elaborated (please see above). Has there been an intercomparison of the
instruments in question? In ambient conditions or in the laboratory? How are published
results of other intercomparisons relevant for the results reported in the manuscript?

Reply: An additional paragraph was added to the now rephrased Section ’2.4 Co-
located filter-based absorption instruments’ on previous inter-comparisons of the in-
struments in question. The most relevant intercomparison is the GAW2005 and EU-
SAARI2007 workshop paper by Müller et al. (2011). That paper is a laboratory in-
tercomparison paper which includes, in addition to very dark aerosols, a substantial
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section on non-absorbing aerosol. The second most relevant paper, by Petzold et al.
(2005), which is also discussed in the revised version of the manuscript. No inter-
comparisons between the instruments in question exist for the Arctic and most other
intercomparisons, those not listed here, are for considerably darker aerosol. The impli-
cations of these studies are discussed in the revised version of the manuscript.

Comment: P. 8., l. 9: is the 2% relative uncertainty for spot area specific to Aethalome-
ters or to all filter photometers. Can the diameter be measured to 0.1 mm? How do
relative and absolute uncertainties of the “reference” filter photometers influence the
results?

Reply: In theory, the spot size area can be measured as accurately as the edge of the
spot is sharp. In practice, using a magnifying glass, the diameter can be determined
with roughly 0.1 mm accuracy. Using digital imaging techniques, however, the area can
be determined with a 2% accuracy. This is done from a photograph of the filter and a
scale which is then analysed digitally to determine the area.
The relative and absolute uncertainties of the reference instruments were not explicitly
investigated here so the discussion is limited to previous research. The relative un-
certainties of the co-located absorption photometers impact the results according to
uncertainty propagation as

δCf

Cf
=

√√√√
(
δσ0

σ0
)2 +

(
δσap

σap

)2

(1)

The first term under the root is depicted in Fig. 4 and discussed extensively in the
manuscript. This is the ideal case with no drift, only electronic noise. The second term
under the root, namely δσap/σap can be estimated from literature. The term δσap/σap is
generally considered to be in the order of 20–30% for the PSAP, and therefore also the
CLAP (Bond et al. 2013; Sherman et al. 2015) and 12% for the MAAP (Petzold et al.
2005).
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For boxcar averaging, which was used to match the collection time approach of
the Aethalometers with the co-located filter-based absorption photometers, the ab-
solute measurement uncertainty reduces proportionally to the averaging time (tavg) as
δσap ≈ t−0.5

avg for the PSAP; and therefore also for the CLAP (Springston and Sedlacek,
2007). For the MAAP, boxcar averaging will also reduce the measurement uncertainty
proportional to t−0.5

avg . The need for a longer time base, whether collection time or box-
car averaging, is derived from the Aethalometers. Since the instruments sample the
same ambient air, the need for longer time bases will be the same. Consequently, pro-
longed Aethalometer collection times will improve the detection limit of the co-located
instruments as well. This discussion was added to the revised manuscript.

Comment: P. 8, l. 19: “The one wavelength Aaethalometer at Summit was interpo-
lated from 880 nm to 637 nm using a α of –1 in Eq. (5).” Please correct the typo
“Aaethalometer”→ “Aethalometer”. What is the real value of the absorption Angstrom
exponent α? Could the lower C determined at Summit be (partly) due to the system-
atic bias due to the extrapolation from 880 nm to 635 nm using an α value that is too
small? Are there any multi-wavelength measurements of absorption at Summit (sat
least a short time series)?

Reply: The typo was corrected. The CLAP at Summit is a three-wavelength instru-
ment. The average Ångström exponent as measured by the CLAP was 0.815. In the
revised manuscript this exponent was used for the interpolation to 637 nm and the
results were updated accordingly. Using the Ångström exponent of 0.815 changes
the observed difference between Summit and the other stations slightly but not signifi-
cantly. In fact, the lower α changes the median Cf value from 1.57 to 1.50 for Summit.
While revisiting the code, a bug in the code was found which changes the decimals in
Table 6. The table was updated accordingly.

Comment: P. 9, l. 22: “Moreover, lateral flow can influence both the signal and ref-
erence detectors, and thus ATN, through deposition of aerosol particles that do not
originate from the sample air stream.” This is highly unlikely, as the particles will get
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filtered out at the edges of the filter material, not above the light detectors in the filter
photometers. Please substantiate the claim or remove the sentence.

Reply: It is indeed highly unlikely. The sentence was therefore removed. Revisiting the
sensing and reference detector data shows that the drop in ATN during the lab zero
air measurements is from the drop in intensity through the sample spot. The lateral
flow is most likely to only influence the uncertainty in the flow rate and not the light
transmission measurements themselves.

Comment: P. 10-11, Fig. 1: The sources of the drift in the laboratory experiment with
the absolute filter are intriguing. The authors should at least offer some hypothesis on
them and comment whether they are relevant for ambient measurements. How does
the additional pressure drop due to the filter influence the measurements? Does it in
fact introduce additional drift? Are there jumps or transients when tape is moved and
measurements restarted? Do semi-volatile organic compounds adsorb on the filter and
cause a signal, appearing as drift? Is the air conditioning in the laboratory important?
Does drift have a wavelength dependence (indicating sample deposition rather than a
fixed electronic drift)?

Reply: Three paragraphs were added following the introduction of Fig. 1 discussing the
drift and its possible including the topics suggested. A figure was added to an Appendix
showing the Aethalometer flow rate, room temperature, and ATN for all wavelengths
for the lab experiments. We can only hypothesise that semi-volatile organic compounds
could adsorb on the filters. The adsorption would, however, be hampered by the ab-
solute filter in front of the instrument that should adsorb the bulk of any semi-volatile
organics in the air.

Comment: P. 11-12, Fig. 3: Was the absolute filter attached to the Aethalometer or
to the sampling line leading to the Aethalometer? Were other instruments attached to
the same sample line? Were there any pressure drops, jumps, transients in the sam-
ple line, or events in the measurement room, resulting in movement of the filter in the
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Aethalometers? Any movement or drift in the filter position influences the measure-
ment of ATN. The authors need to comment on these possible sources of drift and the
observed transients.

Reply: Three paragraphs were added to the manuscript discussing the points raised by
the referee. In addition, additional graphs were added the Appendix (Fig. A2) showing
a more detailed picture of the measurements than what was possible to squeeze into
Fig. 3.

Comment: P. 13, l. 32-33: “Thus, the drift uncertainty seen in Fig (3) becomes 0.003–
0.03 Mm–1 after multiple scattering correction is applied.” The effect of the reduction
of noise on the uncertainty of C and the effect of thus derived C on the uncertainty of
the absorption coefficient should be presented more clearly, starting perhaps here.

Reply: The reduction of noise will make the determination of Cf less uncertain. When
σap is low, the time window used for the calculations will be adapted to instrument
response and therefore also lowered when noise is expected to be an issue. The
determination of Cf is affected by noise in the measurement as well as uncertainties in
the measurement method itself. This is discussed in more detail in the revised version
of the manuscript beginning with three paragraphs that were added to the beginning of
section 4.2.

Comment: P. 14, Table 4: The determination of the C within ACTRIS “grey literature”
reports would be a valuable reference here.

Reply: A reference was added to the table as the referee suggested.

Comment: P. 14, l. 22-25: “Third, it has to be acknowledged that there can be a
bias in the absolute Cref values because of imperfect corrections of filter artefacts in
the reference instruments (Backman et al., 2014; Müller et al., 2011). However, this
bias should not substantially alter the ATN dependency because filter changes were
not performed in sync.” This is an oversimplification. At constant concentration and
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equally spaced movements of tape (but not synchronized, and dependent on the flow
of the individual instruments) an back-side-of-an-envelope calculation shows that the
effect can be up to 20%. This is unlikely for global background sites in the Arctic, but
this needs to be shown at least in the Supplement of the manuscript.

Reply: It is not clear how the referee conceived the value 20%. However, let us con-
siser a test case with a constant concentration of σap = 2 Mm−1. The Aethalometer
σ0 values have an ATN dependency of k=0.002 (from Virkkula et al. 2015 for a high
single-scattering albedo aerosol). The term k comes from σap = (1 + kATN)σ0 so that
(ideally) σap does not have an ATN dependency. Solving σ0 provides the equation for
anATN dependent σ0. For simplicity, theATN time series was calculated directly from
σap as ∆ATN = Qσ0∆t/A so that the ATN increase started from 0 after a threshold
of 85 was reached. These calculations were repeated for two instruments with differ-
ent flow rates and spot sizes to simulate non-synced filter changes. One instrument
(Aethalometer) has a flow rate of 5 lpm, a spot size of 0.5 cm2 and the co-located in-
strument (e.g. a PSAP) had a flow rate of 1.1 lpm, spot size of 20 mm2; a ∆t of 60
min was used in the calculations. To simulate a non-perfect co-located instrument, a k
value of 0.001 was used to calculate an ATN dependent σap from a co-located instru-
ment. That simulates that the correction algorithm used for the co-located instruments
was only able to compensate for half of the filter induced artefacts arising from filter
loading effects; or alternatively overcompensated the loading effects. The time series
of the synthetic data is shown in the left panel in Fig. 1 below.
Using the ATN dependent σap (k=0.001) representing a co-located PSAP to calculate
σap/σ0 and plotting it as a function of ATN gives the right hand picture. The boxplot
shows statistics of the σap/σ0 ratio for different ATN bins. Curve fitting to the me-
dian of each bin gives the σap/σ0 ratio as a function of ATN which is the equation
σap/σ0 = 1 + k ATN . The curve fit gives a k value of the simulated Aethalometer of
0.0019 which is 5% less than expected (it should be 0.002). Varying the k value of
the co-located instrument between -0.004 and 0.004 yields k values of the simulated
Aethalometer that are between -27% and 38% from the expected k values.
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The σap/σ0 ratio is equivalent to C−1
f and should therefore also apply to Fig. 8. The

exercise was added to the supplement material with the addition of a time series with
a randomly changing σap. For the changing σap time series, the results are nearly iden-
tical with the exception more data points are needed to lower the difference between
the estimated and actual k values.

Comment: P. 15, Figure 9: The regression equation on the figure is missing sigma_ap
as the independent variable, making it confusing for the reader.

Reply: The mistakenly omitted σap was added to the equation in the figure.
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Fig. 1. Simulated ATN dependency of a co-located instrument and an Aethalometer (left) and
the resulting ATN dependency when the two are compared.
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